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Genres: R&B/Soul, Music release: December 18, 2015 n RCA Records, a division of Sony Music Entertainment. Written from
live performances of "Free", "Wait For More" and "Days of Our Lives", it was released as the B-side single from the Mercy EP
on June 24, 2012. "Full House" was the first single from the planned "Life After Life" double album. It included two upcoming
singles: "Clear Sky" and "...Come and Get It" and three songs that Bambi said were "very important" to her: "Leave Me Behind"
(previous single produced by Jason Aldean) and "When You're Gone" (Robert Plant hits) and "...Live This Way (Like It's Hot)"

(B'Day's third single). However, there were some delays in the release of "Lost in the Arms of Giants", in particular, work on
radio, the rights to which were owned by Sony Music. On February 26, 2013, it was announced that the album would be

released in two formats - regular edition () and "Blu-ray Disc" (13-disc box set). On April 21, 2013, the day of the release, all
the songs of the album, as well as the cover and video, were published and officially announced on Facebook. Shortly thereafter,

Bambo's participation in the recording of his brother hits "Rockstar" (formerly a Coldplay solo project) and "" (formerly
performed by Peter Gabriel) was announced. An official 3-minute promo video was released on May 7, 2013, followed by a
video for the song "Trust No One" on May 11, produced by Philip Eaton. The song was co-written with in 2010 and featured

performances from Bamboo. "Transparent" was put into rotation on the radio station on July 23, 2013. Performed with Adrian
Barrett, "Few People" was released as the second single from the album on August 19, 2013 and topped the iTunes, Billboard
Hot 100, Digital Song Sales, The Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA) and Radio Songs charts. The single was
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